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By Joanne Monte

Bordighera Press, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Sometimes it s one s duty simply to call attention to the special beauty that
s there before us, but which, being preoccupied, we so often fail to see. Like noticing the morning
sun rising like the golden timepiece it is, where a fleeting moment, caught in all its fine-cut crystal
clarity, might be held and sipped like sparkling champagne. This is what Joanne Monte offers us,
with such rare sensitivity: a flower of great beauty amid the noise and clangor and violence that too
often is our daily portion of dirt to eat. How often we have cried out in silence for a language / we
cannot speak, for the grace of a single moment, immortal, held still in one shot, one frame. And isn
t that frame the very image at the heart of Being that we hope to see more clearly, the very thing
that, for our own peace, we must salvage out of this rubble of life? William Carlos Williams found
this in the world about him, and now another New Jersey poet has found it for us as...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding if you request me).
-- Daren Raynor II-- Daren Raynor II

Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Chanel Streich-- Ms. Chanel Streich
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